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Structural stability and lattice defects in copper: Ab initio, tight-binding,
and embedded-atom calculations
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We evaluate the ability of the embedded-atom method~EAM! potentials and the tight-binding~TB! method
to predict reliably energies and stability of nonequilibrium structures by taking Cu as a model material. Two
EAM potentials are used here. One is constructed in this work by using more fitting parameters than usual and
including ab initio energies in the fitting database. The other potential was constructed previously using a
traditional scheme. Excellent agreement is observed betweenab initio, TB, and EAM results for the energies
and stability of several nonequilibrium structures of Cu, as well as for energies along deformation paths
between different structures. We conclude that not only TB calculations but also EAM potentials can be
suitable for simulations in which correct energies and stability of different atomic configurations are essential,
at least for Cu. The bcc, simple cubic, and diamond structures of Cu were identified as elastically unstable,
while some other structures~e.g., hcp and 9R! are metastable. As an application of this analysis, nonequilib-
rium structures of epitaxial Cu films on~001!-oriented fcc or bcc substrates are evaluated using a simple model
and atomistic simulations with an EAM potential. In agreement with experimental data, the structure of the
film can be either deformed fcc or deformed hcp. The bcc structure cannot be stabilized by epitaxial con-
straints.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.224106 PACS number~s!: 61.50.Ah, 61.50.Ks, 61.72.Bb, 64.70.Kb
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I. INTRODUCTION

The energetics and mechanical stability of nonequilibri
structures of metals are important in many problems, suc
phase diagram construction, structure of grain boundarie
epitaxial thin films. The most interesting finding is that ma
of such ‘‘excited’’ phases, although close to the ground-st
structure in energy, turn out to be unstable against homo
neous shear deformation or certain phonon modes.1,2 For ex-
ample, it was found byab initio calculations that the bcc an
simple cubic~sc! structures of many fcc metals are unstab
against tetragonal and trigonal deformations, respectively1–9

Likewise, the fcc structure of bcc metals was found to
unstable against tetragonal distortions.1,2 These instabilities
have implications for the phase diagram construction by e
pirical methods, in which such phases are treated as m
stable~i.e., stable against any small distortion!.1,2,10

Some of the ‘‘excited’’ structures were found in core r
gions of extended defects and in epitaxial thin films. F
example, a thin (;1 nm! layer of the 9R phase was predicte
by atomistic simulations and observed by high-resolut
electron microscopy atS53 @110# tilt grain boundaries
in fcc Ag and Cu.11,12 Other S53 boundaries in Cu
were predicted, and experimentally found, to form a th
layer of the bcc structure.13,14 The experimentally observe
structure of Cu layers grown epitaxially on~001! substrates
is often interpreted as bcc,15,16 although other authors con
sider it as strongly deformed fcc.6,7 Hcp Cu was also found
in epitaxial films grown on W~100!. The latter observation is
0163-1829/2001/63~22!/224106~16!/$20.00 63 2241
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easier to comprehend since hcp is a truly metastable pha
bulk Cu. In this and similar cases, a transformation of
metastable phase to the ground state can be prevente
constraints imposed on the metastable layer by the subst
The unstable bcc structure presents a conceptually diffe
case. Although it cannot be excluded that a bcc struct
consisting of just a few monolayers does not possess
instability inherent to a bulk bcc crystal, a thicker bcc lay
can hardly be stabilized by any constraints and should tra
form to the ground-state fcc structure or some truly me
stable phase. It has not been determined until now whe
the 9R structure of fcc metals is metastable. If so, it can
stabilized in epitaxial films and at grain boundaries by t
same mechanism as the hcp phase.

While the energies and stability of various crystallin
structures of metals can be calculated byab initio methods,
computational limitations prevent such methods from be
applied to atomistic simulations of constrained structures
pearing in thin films and around extended defects. Fa
methods based on fitting parameters, such as the ti
binding ~TB! approximation17,18 and especially the
embedded-atom method~EAM!,19 are more suitable for this
purpose. However, it is currently not totally understood h
reliable such schemes are in representing the energies
stability of structures away from the ground state. It has b
demonstrated for a number of fcc, bcc, and hcp metals
the TB method can successfully reproduce the energy dif
ences between the ground-state and nonequilibrium st
tures not included in the fit.18 The elastic instability of non-
equilibrium fcc, bcc, and sc structures is also reproduced
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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the TB method correctly.18 Furthermore, it has been show
that EAM potentials for Ni and Al constructed by includin
ab initio data in the fitting database are successful in pred
ing the structural energy differences between various ph
and the instability of the bcc and sc structures.8,20 Such po-
tentials also demonstrate good agreement withab initio en-
ergies along tetragonal and trigonal deformation paths
tween fcc, bcc, and sc structures. However,
transferability of TB and EAM methods to other deformati
paths has not been evaluated so far, and the stability of s
tures other than fcc, bcc, and sc has not been studied
eitherab initio, TB, or EAM methods.

In this paper we continue our investigations in this dire
tion, using Cu as a prototype. We first~Sec. II! generate a
database ofab initio energies of various crystalline structur
of Cu as functions of volume, together with energies alo
several deformation paths between the structures. Part o
structural energies are used for fitting the TB parameters
Cu. In Sec. III we introduce two EAM potentials for Cu. On
potential is constructed by the scheme introduced in Ref
and 20 based on both experimental data andab initio struc-
tural energies. We also use this potential generation a
opportunity to address the long-standing problem with EA
potentials. Namely, such potentials are normally optimiz
for properties that are determined by atomic interactions
distances close to equilibrium or larger. Interactions
shorter distances are obtained by an arbitrary extrapola
and are often less than reliable. In this work, the short-ra
parts of the potential functions are fit to reproduceab initio
energies of the fcc phase and a diatomic molecule~dimer! of
Cu at very short atomic separations, including repulsion
ergies in the keV range. The potential is expected to have
improved reliability in atomistic simulations involving sho
atomic separations, such as surface sputtering, shock wa
etc. The second potential was constructed previously21,22 us-
ing a traditional scheme based on experimental data o
Other EAM potentials for Cu can be found in the literatu
~see, e.g., Refs. 23–29!. It is not our purpose to analyze the
qualities. Rather, we choose to construct a potential base
our fitting scheme,8,20 take a traditional potential21,22 for
comparison, and evaluate the capability of the EAM, rep
sented by these two potentials, to predict structural ener
and stability of ‘‘excited’’ phases of Cu in comparison wi
such capabilities of the TB andab initio methods. The
phases considered here include, besides the previously
lyzed fcc, bcc, and sc structures, five more ‘‘excited
phases. In Sec. VI we compare the energies along sev
deformation paths calculated byab initio, TB, and EAM
methods. Such calculations provide not only a test of
EAM potentials but also information about mechanic
~in!stability of different phases. As an application of o
analysis, the structure of epitaxial Cu films on a fcc~100!
substrate is evaluated in Sec. VII using an EAM potential
Sec. VIII we summarize.

II. Ab initio AND TIGHT-BINDING CALCULATIONS

Most of theab initio structural energies were generat
using the first-principles general-potential linearized a
22410
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mented plane wave~LAPW! method.30,31 The electronic ex-
change and correlation was specified by the Perdew-W
parametrization32 of the local density approximation~LDA !
within the Kohn-Sham formulation of the density function
theory.33 The core states of the Cu atom were treated fu
relativistically in a spherically symmetric potential. The 3d
and 4s valence electrons were treated in the semirelativis
approximation,34 i.e., without spin-orbit interactions. Bril-
louin zone integrations were performed using a regula
spaced set ofk-points which included the origin. To spee
convergence, we follow Gillan35 and smear out the electroni
eigenvalues with a Fermi distribution atT55 mRy. We
carefully checked the convergence of thek point mesh.36,37

We also used a rather large basis set, with approximately
basis functions per atom at the equilibrium volume. We
timate that the energies are converged to better than
mRy/atom.

The fcc energies were also calculated in the generali
gradient approximation~GGA! of the density-functional
theory with the VASP program, which was developed at
Technical University of Vienna.38–40 The Perdew-Wang 91
parametrization of the GGA~Ref. 41! and a plane-wave basi
set with a cutoff of Ecut526 Ry were employed. The cor
states of Cu were represented with a Vanderbilt ultras
pseudopotential42 in a form supplied by G. Kresse and
Hafner.43 Convergence with respect to both thek-point mesh
and the value ofEcut were carefully checked. For the fc
structure, the equilibrium lattice perioda053.642 Å, and the
bulk modulusB51.3831011 Pa were obtained. Also, th
cohesive energy of the bcc structure was 0.04 eV higher t
that for fcc. Cu dimer energies were calculated with the h
brid density-functional theory~the Becke exchange44 and the
Lee-Yang-Parr correlation45,46functionals, so-called B3LYP!
using the Gaussian98 suite of programs.47 An all-electron
Gaussian basis set~6-311G! provided converged results
Both fcc and dimer calculations extended to short int
atomic distances corresponding to energies in the keV ra

The Naval Research Laboratory~NRL! TB method used
in this work is discussed in detail in Ref. 18. In this meth
the TB Hamiltonian is determined by a least-squares fit
the total energy and the energy bands of LAPW calculati
described above. In the present case the LAPW datab
included the fcc, bcc, and sc structures for a wide range
volumes. The energy bands were fitted with a root-me
square error of 5 mRy and the total energy with an accur
of 0.5 mRy. During the fit a block diagonilization of the T
Hamiltonian at high symmetry points was used to avoid
possibility of incorrectly assigning the symmetry and angu
momentum character to different states. Care was take
include energies at very small atomic volumes~down to 60%
of the equilibrium value!. It should be stressed that no e
perimental data was used to determine the TB parameters
will be discussed in subsequent sections of the article, th
parameters are well transferable to other structures not
cluded in the fit.48

The NRL-TB method is computationally very efficien
For systems includings, p, and d orbitals, TB calculations
are approximately 1000 times faster than LAPW calcu
tions. This allows for generating, for example, phonon d
persion curves~discussed below in this paper! very quickly.
6-2
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STRUCTURAL STABILITY AND LATTICE DEFECTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 224106
Recently, the NRL-TB method has been used to perfo
molecular dynamics~MD! simulations for 343 atoms with
3000 MD steps, an almost impossible task with the LAP
method.49,50 In particular, such MD simulations were applie
to calculate the thermal expansion of fcc Au and the p
correlation function of liquid Au. They were also applied
calculate the vibrational density of states~DOS! of crystal-
line Si and the electronic DOS of amorphous Si using
1728-atom supercell. Since the emphasis of this paper i
the EAM, these and other applications of the NRL-T
method are not discussed here in detail, but the intere
reader can find further details in Refs. 49 and 50.

To facilitate a comparison with EAM calculations, allab
initio structural energies were shifted8 by the same amoun
so as to make the equilibrium fcc energy coincide with
experimental cohesive energy of23.54 eV/atom. Due to this
shift we can talk about structural energies rather than st
tural energy differences.51 Likewise, all interatomic distance
involved in the LDA calculations were scaled8 to make the
equilibrium lattice spacing of the fcc phase coincide with t
experimental value of 3.615 Å . This scaling takes into ac
count that LDA calculations tend to underestimate int
atomic distances in the equation of state of a crystal. Beca
the TB parameters are fit to the LDA energies and distan
all TB data were subject to the same kind of shifting a
scaling as the LDA data. The energies of a Cu dimer w
compared with EAM energies directly.

III. PARAMETRIZATION AND FITTING
OF EAM POTENTIALS

In the embedded-atom method,19,52 the total energy of an
elemental system is represented as

Etot5
1

2 (
i j

V~r i j !1(
i

F~ r̄ i !. ~1!

Here V(r i j ) is a pair potential as a function of distancer i j
between atomsi and j, andF is the embedding energy as
function of the host electron densityr̄ i induced at sitei by all
other atoms in the system. The latter is given by

r̄ i5(
j Þ i

r~r i j !, ~2!

wherer(r ) is the electron density function. While the fun
tional form of Eq. ~1! is based on certain physical idea
regarding bonding in metallic systems, the potential fu
tions V(r ), r(r ), and F( r̄) have practically lost their ties
with the original physical meaning and are treated as so
fitting functions that can be parametrized any reasonable
with the only requirement that the potential should wo
Two EAM potentials, constructed in different ways an
called here EAM1 and EAM2, will be compared in this p
per.

The potential EAM1 was generated using the scheme
troduced in Ref. 20 and slightly modified here. In th
22410
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scheme, the potential is generated directly in the effec
pair format.53 The pair interaction function is parametrize
as

V~r !5@E1M ~r ,r 0
(1) ,a1!1E2M ~r ,r 0

(2) ,a2!1d#

3cS r 2r c

h D2 (
n51

3

H~r s
(n)2r !Sn~r s

(n)2r !4, ~3!

where

M ~r ,r 0 ,a!5exp@22a~r 2r 0!#22exp@2a~r 2r 0!#
~4!

is a Morse function andH(x) is a unit step function. Equa
tion ~3! includes a cutoff functionc(x) defined asc(x)50
if x>0 andc(x)5x4/(11x4) if x,0. The last term in Eq.
~3! is added to control the strength of pairwise repulsi
between atoms at short distances. Eq.~3! contains 15 fitting
parameters:E1 , E2 , r 0

(1) , r 0
(2) , a1 , a2 , d, r c , h, and

$r s
(n) ,Sn%n51,2,3.
The electron density function is taken in the form

r~r !5@a exp~2b1~r 2r 0
(3)!2!1exp~2b2~r 2r 0

(4)!!#

3cS r 2r c

h D , ~5!

with 5 more fitting parameters:a, r 0
(3) , r 0

(4) , b1, and b2.
The cutoff functionc(x) guarantees that functionsV(r ),
r(r ) and their derivatives up to the second one turn
smoothly zero at the cutoff distancer c .

The functionr(r ) is normalized tor̄51 in the equilib-
rium fcc crystal,

r̄5(
m

Nmrm51. ~6!

The functionV(r ) is also required to satisfy the mechanic
equilibrium condition of the fcc crystal at the experimen
lattice perioda0,

(
m

NmRmVm8 50. ~7!

Equations~6! and ~7! use the notationsVm5V(Rm) andrm
5r(Rm), whereRm andNm are the radius and the number
atoms at themth coordination shell. These equations can
easily solved fora and E1, respectively, which reduces th
number of free fitting parameters by 2.

The embedding function is represented by a polynom

F~ r̄ !5F (0)1
1

2
F (2)~ r̄21!21 (

n51

4

qn~ r̄21!n12 ~8!

for r̄,1 and

F~ r̄ !5

F (0)1
1

2
F (2)~ r̄21!21q1~ r̄21!31Q1( r̄21)4

11Q2~ r̄21!3

~9!

for r̄.1. The denominator in Eq.~9! guarantees thatF( r̄)
increases no faster than linearly in the regime of very la
densities at which atomic interactions are dominated
6-3
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Y. MISHIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 224106
strong pairwise repulsion. The coefficientsF (0) andF (2) can
be expressed in terms of the experimental values of the
hesive energyE0 and bulk modulusB,8,20

F (0)5E02
1

2 (
m

NmVm , ~10!

1

2 (
m

NmVm9 Rm
2 1F (2)S (

m
Nmrm8 RmD 2

59BV0 , ~11!

V0 being the equilibrium atomic volume. Furthermore, t
coefficientq1, can be determined from the boundary con
tion F(0)50. Then, only the coefficientsq2 , q3 , q4 , Q1

and Q2 can be used as free fitting parameters forF( r̄).
Overall, this parametrization of the potential includes 23 f
parameters. Note that this fitting scheme automatically gu
antees an exact fit toa0 , E0 , andB.

The potential was optimized by minimizing the weight
mean squared deviation of selected properties of Cu f
their target values taken from experiments or obtained byab
initio calculations. The weights served to control the relat
importance of different properties.8,20 Besidesa0 , E0, andB,
the experimental part of the fitting database contained
elastic constantsci j , the phonon frequenciesnL(X) and
nT(X) at the zone-boundary pointX, the relaxed vacancy
formation (Ef) and migration (Em) energies, and the intrin
sic stacking fault energygSF. Thermal expansion factors o
fcc Cu at several temperatures and the equilibrium bond
ergy (Ed) of a Cu dimer were also included with a sma
weight. Additionally, the fcc structural energy was requir
to follow the universal equation of state of Roseet al. 54

around the equilibrium as accurately as possible. Theab ini-
tio part of the database contained the excess energies o
hcp and bcc structures over fcc. All otherab initio data were
deferred for testing the potential. The short-r part of the po-
tential was optimized separately, through parame
$r s

(n) ,Sn%n51,2,3 andQ, to reproduce theab initio energies of
the fcc structure and a dimer under strong compressions

The potential EAM2 was constructed previously using
more traditional scheme.21,22 The pair interaction was de
scribed by a Morse function,

V~r !5E1M ~r ,r 0 ,a! ~12!

@see Eq.~4!#, while the electron density function was take
as the density of a hydrogenic 4s orbital,

r~r !5r 6~e2br129e22br !. ~13!

Following Foiles,55 the embedding functionF( r̄) was de-
fined by requiring that the fcc energy exactly follow the un
versal equation of state of Roseet al.54 This scheme also
gives a perfect agreement with experimental values ofa0 ,
E0 , and B. To provide a smooth cutoff, the above expre
sions forV(r ) and r(r ) are modified to make them go t
zero together with their first derivatives atr→r c ~see Refs.
21 and 52 for details!. This scheme contains only five fittin
parameters, which are optimized to the experimental va
of ci j , the unrelaxed vacancy formation energy, and
22410
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equilibrium bond energy (Ed) and length (Rd) of a Cu dimer,
subject to the requirement that the fcc structure be m
stable than hcp and bcc.

Tables I and II summarize the optimized parameters
the potentials, while Fig. 1 shows the potential function
Note that the EAM2 potential has been transformed to
effective pair format for comparison. Despite the differe
parametrization and fitting schemes, both sets of poten
functions look similar except in the short-r ~large r̄) range.
While the EAM2 potential limits atomic interactions to thre
coordination shells, the EAM1 potential includes also t
fourth coordination shell. The effective pair interaction wi
the fourth coordination shell is repulsive and very sma
(;1023 eV!. The potential functions in the tabulated for
are available via the World Wide Web56 or by Email from
the authors.

IV. TESTING THE EAM POTENTIALS

A. Lattice properties

Table III demonstrates that both potentials provide an
curate match to the experimental elastic constants and
non frequencies in the equilibrium fcc lattice of Cu.~We
note that the EAM2 potential was fit to slightly differen
experimental values ofci j .21! The potentials show good
agreement with experimental phonon dispersion curves,57 es-
pecially the EAM1 potential~Fig. 2!. Although only the fre-
quencies at the zone-boundary pointX were included in the
fit, all other frequencies are reproduced rather accurat
Some deviations are observed in the high-frequency ra
(.7 THz!. An agreement with experimental phonon fr

TABLE I. Optimized parameters of the potential EAM1.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

r c ~Å! 5.50679 S3 (eV/Å4) 1.150003103

h ~Å! 0.50037 a 3.80362
E1 ~eV! 2.014583102 r 0

(3) ~Å! 22.19885
E2 ~eV! 6.5928831023 r 0

(4) ~Å! 22.619843102

r 0
(1) ~Å! 0.83591 b1 (Å22) 0.17394

r 0
(2) ~Å! 4.46867 b2 (Å21) 5.356613102

a1 (Å21) 2.97758 F (0) ~eV! 22.28235
a2 (Å21) 1.54927 F (2) ~eV! 1.35535
d ~Å! 0.8622531022 q1 ~eV! 21.27775
r s

(1) ~Å! 2.24000 q2 ~eV! 20.86074
r s

(2) ~Å! 1.80000 q3 ~eV! 1.78804
r s

(3) ~Å! 1.20000 q4 ~eV! 2.97571
S1 (eV/Å4) 4.00000 Q1 0.40000
S2 (eV/Å4) 40.00000 Q2 0.30000

TABLE II. Optimized parameters of the potential EAM
~Ref. 21!.

E1 ~eV! r 0 ~Å! a (Å21) b (Å21) r c ~Å!

0.7366 2.3250 1.9190 4.0430 4.9610
6-4
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quencies is an important quality of potentials, and was e
suggested as a criterion of their global reliability.58 Phonon
frequencies were also calculated by the TB method using
11311311 supercell. Although no phonon data were
cluded in the TB fit, the agreement with experimental data
rather good~Fig. 2!.

Thermal expansion factors of fcc Cu were calculated
two methods: by minimizing the free energy of the crystal
a function of volume in the quasiharmonic approximation59

and by Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations59,60 performed

FIG. 1. Potential functions for the EAM1 and EAM2 potentia
~a! pair interaction function,~b! electron density function, and~c!
embedding function. The arrows indicate coordination radii in
lattice.
22410
n
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is
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under zero pressure. Both calculations used a cubic supe
with 500 atoms. The EAM2 potential tends to overestim
the thermal expansion, while the EAM1 potential demo
strates significantly better agreement with experimental d
~Fig. 3!.

B. Equation of state

Figure 4 presents the equation of state of fcc Cu~energy
as a function of the first-neighbor distance under hydrost
strain! calculated with the EAM potentials, in compariso

TABLE III. Lattice properties of Cu predicted by the EAM
potentials in comparison with experimental data. * data not
cluded in the fit.

Experiment EAM1 EAM2

a0 ~Å! 3.615a 3.615 3.615
E0 ~eV/atom! 23.54b 23.54 23.54
B (1011 Pa! 1.383c 1.383 1.419
c11 (1011 Pa! 1.700c 1.699 1.793
c12 (1011 Pa! 1.225c 1.226 1.232
c44 (1011 Pa! 0.758c 0.762 0.810
nL(X) ~THz! 7.38d 7.82 7.94*
nT(X) ~THz! 5.16d 5.20 5.22*
nL(L) ~THz! 7.44d 7.78* 7.93*
nT(L) ~THz! 3.41d 3.32* 3.36*
nL(K) ~THz! 5.90d 6.22* 6.37*
nT1

(K) ~THz! 4.60d 4.65* 4.71*
nT2

(K) ~THz! 6.70d 7.17* 7.30*

aReference 77.
bReference 79.
cReference 80.
dReference 57. The results in tabulated form can be found
Ref. 81.

FIG. 2. Phonon dispersion curves calculated with the EAM
potential and by the TB method. Experimental points (s) mea-
sured by neutron diffraction at temperature 80 K are shown
comparison~Ref. 57!.
6-5
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with ab initio and TB calculations. While good agreement
observed between all calculation methods around the e
librium @Fig. 4~a!#, discrepancies appear in the strongly co
pressive mode@Fig. 4~b!#. In this mode, the energies pre
dicted by the EAM2 potential, which exactly follow Rose
universal equation of state54 by construction, are significantly
lower thanab initio energies. On the other hand, the T
energies tend to overestimateab initio data in this regime.
The EAM1 potential shows very good agreement withab
initio energies because such energies were included in
fitting database. Figure 4~b! demonstrates that Rose’s equ
tion of state may not be a good guide far away from equi
rium, and that it is more advantageous to useab initio ener-
gies for optimizing interatomic potentials in the strong
compressive mode. As an additional confirmation, Fig
demonstrates that the EAM1 potential provides a be
agreement with the experimental pressures61,62 under strong
compressions than the EAM2 potential.

C. Lattice defects

Vacancies and interstitials in Cu were studied in a cu
supercell withN5864 atoms. The energy of defect form
tion, Ef , was determined as

Ef5Edef2~N61!E0 , ~14!

FIG. 3. Linear thermal expansion of Cu calculated in the qua
harmonic approximation~QHA! and by the Monte Carlo metho
using the EAM1~a! and EAM2 ~b! potentials. Experimental dat
~Ref. 92! are shown for comparison. The melting point of Cu (Tm)
is indicated.
22410
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FIG. 4. Comparison ofab initio (s, h), TB, and EAM-
calculated equations of state of fcc Cu.~a! Around equilibrium.~b!
At short distances.

FIG. 5. Pressure-volume relation in Cu atT50 calculated with
the EAM potentials in comparison with experimental data (s, Ref.
61; h, Ref. 62!.
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STRUCTURAL STABILITY AND LATTICE DEFECTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 224106
whereEdef is the energy of the relaxed supercell containin
single defect. The negative sign corresponds to a vaca
while a positive sign to an interstitial. During the relaxatio
the volume of the supercell was allowed to vary in order
ensure zero pressure conditions. From the volume cha
due to the relaxation,Vr , the defect formation volume wa
determined as

V f5Vr6V0 , ~15!

with a positive sign for a vacancy and a negative sign for
interstitial. For an interstitial, the split@001# dumbbell con-
figuration was found to have the lowest energy. Moreov
@110# and@111# dumbbells were found to be unstable agai
rotations around the dumbbell center of mass.

The entropy of defect formation,Sf , was calculated in the
harmonic approximation59 from the change in the vibrationa
entropy of the supercell upon creation of a single defe
Similarly to Eq.~14!,

Sf5Sdef2~N61!Sperf/N, ~16!

whereSdef and Sperf are the vibrational entropies of the d
fected and perfect supercells. When constructing the dyna
cal matrix, one of the atoms in the block was treated as st
in order to eliminate the translational invariance of the p
tential energy.

Point defect migration was studied by molecular dyna
ics. As expected, a vacancy was found to move by excha
ing positions with a nearest-neighbor atom. An interstit
was established to move between nearest-neighbor site
translating the dumbbell center of mass with a simultane
90° rotation in the~100! plane containing the initial dumb
bell and the destination site. The defect migration ener
Em, and volume,Vm, were determined from the differenc
in the supercell energy~volume! at the saddle point and in
the initial state. The saddle points were located by
nudged elastic band method.63 The attempt frequency o
point-defect migration,n0, was calculated within the har
monic transition state theory.64

Table IV compares EAM-predicted point defect chara
teristics with experimental data. For a vacancy, both pot
tials give reasonable agreement with experiments. The l
est discrepancy is observed for the vacancy forma
entropy, but it should be kept in mind that the experimen
value of Sdef is rather approximate.65 Experimental data for
interstitials are missing or unreliable owing to the extrem
low equilibrium concentration and high mobility of interst
tials. However, the observed agreement for the interst
migration energy is encouraging.

The calculated intrinsic stacking fault and~111! twin en-
ergies are consistent with experimental data~Table V!, with
slightly better agreement for the EAM1 potential. Since t
stacking fault energy determines the width of dislocation d
sociation in the fcc lattice, the correct value ofgSF is impor-
tant for atomistic simulations of dislocations and fractu
Note that TB calculations underestimategSF, but this quan-
tity was not included in the TB fit. The unstable stacki
fault energy,gus, is another important quantity involved i
such simulations. This quantity enters the criterion of duc
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versus brittle behavior of materials proposed by Rice.66 It
can be viewed as the activation barrier that should be o
come when an intrinsic stacking fault is created by shifti
one half of the crystal relative to the other in@ 2̄11# direction
along a~111! plane. The energy response to such shifts
best represented by theg surface technique introduce
by Vitek.67,68 Figure 6 presents the relevant section of theg

TABLE IV. Properties of point defects in Cu predicted by th
EAM potentials in comparison with experimental data.kB is the
Boltzmann constant; other notations are explained in Sec. IV C

Experiment EAM1 EAM2

Vacancy:
Ef ~eV! 1.27a, 1.28b 1.272 1.258
V f /V0 0.78c 0.701 0.743
Sf /kB 2.35b 1.404 1.245
Em ~eV! 0.71b 0.689 0.690
Vm /V0 0.12d 0.107 0.166
n0 ~THz! 7.69 16.22
Interstitial:
Ef ~eV! 2.8-4.2e 3.063 3.229
V f /V0 0.5560.20e 0.834 1.061
Sf /kB 7.429 11.00
Em ~eV! 0.12f 0.098 0.083
Vm /V0 0.041 0.038
n0 ~THz! 1.20 1.36

aReference 82.
bReference 65.
cReference 83.
dEvaluated from the experimental resultV f1Vm'0.9V0 @pressure
dependence of self-diffusion~Refs. 84 and 85!# and usingV f

50.78V0 ~Ref. 83!.
eReference 86.
fReference 87.

TABLE V. Energies (g, in mJ/m2) of planar defects in Cu
predicted by the EAM potentials in comparison with experimen
data and TB calculations. SF: intrinsic stacking fault; us: unsta
stacking fault; GB:S55 symmetrical tilt grain boundary with tilt
axis @001# and boundary plane~210! or ~310!; s: surface with ori-
entations~111!, ~110!, or ~100!; T: symmetrical twin. TB calcula-
tions were performed in a 24 atom supercell.

Experiment TB EAM1 EAM2

gSF 45a 18.2 44.4 36.2
gus 162 158 161
gGB ~210! 966 937
gGB ~310! 915 888
gs ~111! 1790b 1889 1239 1231
gs ~110! 1790b 2335 1475 1472
gs ~100! 1790b 2149 1345 1330
gT 24c 22.2 18.2

aReference 88.
bFor average orientation, Ref. 89.
cReference 90.
6-7
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surface on~111! plane, in which the energy maximum co
responds to the unstable stacking fault while the minimum
1
6 @ 2̄11# corresponds to the stable stacking fault. TB calcu
tions predictgus5162 mJ/m2 in excellent agreement with
EAM calculations. This agreement was also observed
other fcc metals.36 Both potentials give very close values
surface and grain-boundary energies. The surface ene
may be underestimated, which is a common feature of E
potentials. The surface energies obtained by TB calculat
are in better agreement with experiment.

V. ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURES OF CU

Besides the ground-state fcc structure, the energies o
following nonequilibrium structures of Cu were calculat
by ab initio ~LDA !, TB, and EAM methods: hcp, 9R
(a-Sm!, bcc, L12 ~fcc with one vacant site per cubic un
cell!, A15 (b-W!, simple cubic~sc!, and diamond. Theab
initio and TB energies were scaled as indicated in Sec
Table VI summarizes the equilibrium cohesive energies
the structures, ordered with increasing coordination num
z. ~For A15, the average coordination number is indicate!
The observed agreement between the energies obtaine
three different methods of calculation suggests that not o
the TB method but also the EAM potentials considered
this paper are transfer well to configurations far away fr
the ground state.

Figure 7 compares the calculated equations of state
four selected structures. Although discrepancies increas
the structure departs from the ground state, the relative
bility of the structures is represented correctly by both
and EAM methods. For the hcp and 9R structures, which
only slightly less stable than fcc, the agreement is espec
good. Fig. 8 illustrates that the equations of state of the
and 9R structures look nearly identical. Note that, althou
the energy differences between the fcc, 9R, and hcp st
tures lie at a meV level, the trend for the cohesive energ
increase in the row fcc→9R→hcp is correctly represente
by both potentials~Table VI!.

The mechanical stability of the structures was evalua
by calculating the elastic constants by EAM and TB me

TABLE VI. Equilibrium cohesive energies~in eV! of selected
crystalline structures of Cu predicted by the EAM potentials
comparison with TB andab initio ~LDA ! calculations.z is the co-
ordination number of the structure. * data included in the fit.

z ab initio TB EAM1 EAM2

fcc 12 23.540 23.540* 23.540* 23.540*
hcpa 12 23.528 23.529 23.532* 23.534
9Ra 12 23.534 23.535 23.535 23.536
bccb 8 23.496 23.500* 23.494* 23.494
L12 8 23.152 23.218 23.124 23.136
A15 7.5 23.413 23.421 23.454 23.447
scb 6 22.996 23.007* 23.107 23.123
diamondb 4 22.293 22.429 22.419 22.420

aWith ideal c/a ratio.
bStructure unstable against shear deformation.
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ods, and was double-checked by calculating vibrational
quencies of a large perfect lattice block using the EAM p
tentials. The bcc and diamond structures were found to
unstable against shear deformation withc11,c12. Likewise,
the sc structure was found to be unstable against shea
formation withc44,0. All other structures were found to b
metastable.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the equation of state of a Cu dim
which formally corresponds to the case ofz51. While both
potentials agree well withab initio calculations around the
equilibrium @Fig. 9~a! and Table VII#, the EAM2 potential
shows a significant discrepancy at short distances@Fig. 9~b!#.
In contrast, the EAM1 potential is accurately fit toab initio
energies in this range, which makes it more suitable for s
ations involving close approach of atoms.

FIG. 6. Sections of theg surface of Cu on~111! plane along

@ 2̄11# direction calculated with EAM potentials and by the T
method.

FIG. 7. Comparison ofab initio ~LDA !, TB, and EAM-
calculated equations of state of the fcc (h), bcc (s), sc (n), and
diamond (L) structures of Cu around equilibrium.
6-8
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VI. DEFORMATION PATHS BETWEEN STRUCTURES

Energy along several deformation paths was calcula
~i! tetragonal deformation path along the Bain path69 be-
tween the fcc and bcc structures,~ii ! trigonal deformation
path between the fcc, sc, and bcc structures,~iii ! tetragonal

FIG. 8. Comparison ofab initio ~LDA ! (3, s), TB, and EAM-
calculated equations of state of the fcc and 9R structures. In
range shown, the equations of state of both structures are practi
identical.

FIG. 9. Energy of a Cu dimer as a function of interatomic d
tance obtained byab initio ~B3LYP! and EAM calculations.~a!
Around equilibrium.~b! At short distances.
22410
d:

deformation path going through the diamond structure, a
finally ~iv! ~111! displacive deformation path between th
fcc and 9R structures. The calculations were performed
der a constant volume corresponding to the equilibrium d
mond lattice in case~iii ! and equilibrium fcc lattice in all
other cases.

A. Bain path

Under the Bain deformation,1–9,18,70,71the initial fcc lat-
tice (c/a51) is compressed along@001# direction and simul-
taneously expanded to an equal extent in@100# and @010#
directions so as to preserve the atomic volume. Atc/a
51/A2 the lattice becomes bcc. All three calculation me
ods employed in this work predict a maximum of the ener
at c/a51/A2 ~Fig. 10!, thus indicating that the bcc structur
is unstable against tetragonal deformation. This instability
consistent with the negative shear modulusC85(c11
2c12)/2 found for the bcc structure. The shallow minimu
observed atc/a,1/A2 corresponds to a body-centere
tetragonal~bct! structure which is stable against tetragon
distortions but turns out to be unstable against other mo
of shear deformation. This structure is known72 as Aa and
can be truly metastable in other metals, for example in hig
compressed Sn.

B. Trigonal deformation path

The trigonal deformation path8,9,18,71,73is simulated by ap-
plying to the fcc structure a tensile strain in the@111# direc-

TABLE VII. Bond length (Rd , in Å! and bond strength (Ed , in
eV! of a Cu dimer predicted by the EAM potentials in comparis
with experimental data andab initio ~GGA! calculations.

Experiment ab initio EAM1 EAM2

Rd 2.2a 2.32 2.18 2.24
Ed 22.05a 21.80 21.93 22.07

aReference 91.

e
lly

-
FIG. 10. Comparison ofab initio ~LDA !, TB, and EAM calcu-

lations of energy along the Bain path between fcc and bcc st
tures. Calculations were performed at a constant volume co
sponding to the equilibrium fcc phase.
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Y. MISHIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 224106
tion with a simultaneous compression in the@ 2̄11# and

@011̄# directions in such a way that to maintain the threefo
rotational symmetry around the@111# direction and preserve
the atomic volume. The degree of deformation can be m
sured by the angle,u, between the primitive translation vec
tors of the lattice, withu560° corresponding to the fc
structure. Figure 11 shows the energy along this deforma
path. Again, all three calculation methods predict a ma
mum atu590° ~sc structure! and a minimum atu5109.5°
~bcc structure!. This plot demonstrates that the bcc structu
is stable (c44.0) while the sc structure is unstable (c44
,0) against trigonal distortions.

C. Tetragonal deformation of the diamond structure

The EAM and TB calculations predict that the diamo
structure of Cu is elastically unstable withc11,c12. In order
to verify this instability byab initio calculations, the energy
of the diamond structure was calculated as a function ofc/a
along a volume-conserving tetragonal deformation path.
occurrence of a maximum atc/a51, predicted by all calcu-
lation methods~Fig. 12!, confirms that diamond Cu is un
stable against tetragonal distortions. The structures co
sponding to the local minima on either side of the maxim
are unstable against other modes of deformation. Altho
they do not represent any known crystalline structures, t
are likely to lie in energy basins corresponding to so
metastable structures in the full configuration space. T
identification of those metastable structures was not purs
in this work.

D. fcc\9R transformation

For modeling this transformation we first followed th
scheme outlined in Ref. 9. As the initial configuration, w
used a 9-atomic supercell representing the stacking sequ
ABCABCABC of ~111! planes characteristic of the fcc stru
ture. While keeping the first three~111! planes intact, the
next three planes were shifted by the amount ofja0 /A6 in

FIG. 11. Comparison ofab initio ~LDA !, TB, and EAM calcu-
lations of energy along the trigonal deformation path. Calculati
were performed at a constant volume corresponding to the equ
rium fcc phase.
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the @ 2̄11# direction, whereas the following three planes we
shifted by the same amount in the opposite direction,@21̄1̄#.
At j51 we arrive at the stacking sequence ABCBCACA
corresponding to the 9R structure. We refer to this trans
mation path as Path 1. Because dimensions of the supe
do not change, the atomic volume is conserved. Inter
atomic relaxations were not allowed either. In this regim
the energy calculations were performed by the EAM and
methods and yielded similar results~Fig. 13!. The 9R struc-
ture was found to be metastable, which was mentioned
Ref. 9 as a possibility. Note the difference between t
transformation path, on one hand, and the previously con
ered tetragonal and trigonal deformation paths, on the o
hand. While the tetragonal and trigonal deformations are
mogeneous and correspond to long-wavelength phonons

fcc→9R transformation is initiated by a transverse@ 1
3 , 1

3 , 1
3 #

phonon in the fcc structure. A similar scheme, involvin
j@211#-type displacements of~111! planes, could be devel
oped for modeling an fcc→hcp transformation. Note also
that the barrier of the fcc→9R transformation along this pat
is relatively high (;100 meV!, in general agreement with
previousab initio calculations.9 We did not perform our own
ab initio calculations for this path: because they are com
tationally expensive, and because we found an easier
that can be modeled with a 3-atom supercell.

For this path, which we call Path 2, we choose the latt
translation vectors as

S a0

2
,2

a0

2
,0D

S 0,
a0

2
,2

a0

2 D
~a0 ,a0 ,a0!1jS a0

6
,
a0

6
,2

a0

3 D
and the basis vectors as

s
b-

FIG. 12. Comparison ofab initio ~LDA !, TB, and EAM calcu-
lations of the energy of diamond Cu along the tetragonal defor
tion path. Calculations were performed at a constant volume co
sponding to the equilibrium diamond structure.
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~0,0,0!

S a0

2
,0,

a0

2 D
S 2

a0

2
,0,2

a0

2 D .

Then, we have the fcc structure atj50 and the 9R structure
at j51. Again, no relaxation was included in the calcu
tion. Like Path 1 considered before, this transformation
nonhomogeneous and involves certain short-wave phon
For this path, calculations were performed by all three me
ods and gave very consistent results~Fig. 13!. We note, how-
ever, that the barrier of Path 2 is only;20 meV, i.e., much
lower than for Path 1. Lattice relaxations are likely to ma
this barrier even lower. This low barrier for the fcc→9R
transformation correlates with the fact that layers of the
structure were observed at grain boundaries on sev
occasions.11,12

VII. APPLICATION TO STRUCTURE OF EPITAXIAL
FILMS

A. Transformations between fcc, bcc, and hcp structures
under epitaxial constraints

During a pseudomorphic film growth, the grown mater
tends to adopt the structure of the substrate, or at lea
structure that provides the best match to the upperm
atomic layer of the substrate. This structure can be a stra
ground-state structure or some other~but usually also
strained! nonequilibrium structure. The occurrence of a p
ticular structure depends70 on its equilibrium energy relative
to the ground state, the strain energy which accommod
the deviation of the lattice period from its equilibrium valu
the mechanical stability of the structure, and the relev
interfacial energies. The structures of fcc metals grown e
taxially on ~001!-oriented fcc or bcc substrates were expe
mentally identified as strained fcc,6,7,74 bct,15,16,75,76or hcp
~Ref. 16! structures. In this section we present a sim
model allowing us to predict the most favorable structure

FIG. 13. Energy along two displacive deformation paths
tween the fcc and 9R structures described in the text.j is the nor-
malized displacement along the path.
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a Cu film growing epitaxially on a~001! substrate, depend
ing on the lattice period of the substrate. The calculatio
employ the EAM1 potential.

In order to describe transitions among the fcc, bcc, a
hcp structures of the film, we first consider an orthorhom
lattice with translation vectors

~a,0,0!

~0,b,0!

~0,0,c!

and basis vectors

~0,0,0!

S a

2
,0,

c

2D
S j

a

6
,
b

2
,
c

2D
S a

2
1j

a

6
,
b

2
,0D ,

wherej is an internal parameter of the structure. We assu
that the~001! ~i.e., a–b) plane of the structure is parallel t
the substrate. This general structure reduces to an fcc s
ture with lattice periodafcc when

a5b5c5afcc , j50, ~17!

to a bcc structure with lattice periodabcc when

a5b5A2abcc, c5abcc, j50, ~18!

and to an hcp structure with lattice spacingahcp in basal
planes and an idealchcp/ahcp ratio when

a5A3ahcp, b5A8/3ahcp, c5ahcp, j561. ~19!

Note that thec-axis@0001# and the prismatic plane (1120̄) of
the hcp structure are parallel to the substrate, which is c
sistent with the orientation observed experimentally.16

The energy of the described orthorhombic structure i
function of four variablesa, b, c, andj. However, the epi-
taxy condition imposes constraints on possible configu
tions. Namely,a and b must be equal to each other an
coincide with the lattice period of the fcc substrate orA2
times the lattice period of the bcc substrate. Thus, the ene
becomes a function of only two variables,c/a andj. In this
constrained configuration space, we obtain an fcc structur
the film when

c/a51, j50, ~20!

a bcc structure when

c/a51/A2, j50, ~21!

and a deformed hcp structure when

-
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TABLE VIII. Lattice periods of the fcc~001! and bcc~001! substrates that are expected to favor the f
bcc, and hcp structures of a pseudomorphic film.a0 is the equilibrium fcc lattice period of the growin
material.

Substrate structure
Film structure fcc bcc

fcc afcc5a0 abcc5a0 /A2'0.707a0

bcc afcc5(2/A3)a0'1.155a0 abcc5A2/3a0'0.817a0

hcp afcc5A3/2a0'1.225a0 abcc5(A3/2)a0'0.866a0
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c/a51/A3, j561. ~22!

Note that the hcp structure now has a nonidealchcp/ahcp ratio
of A3, which is about 6% larger than the ideal ratio ofA8/3.

Before any calculations, we can estimate the lattice p
ods of the fcc~001! and bcc~001! substrates that can be e
pected to favor the fcc, bcc, and hcp structures of an epita
film ~Table VIII!. These estimates are based on the assu
tion that the first-neighbor distances in the bcc structure
in basal planes of the hcp structure of the film tend to
close to the equilibrium first-neighbor distance,a0 /A2, in
the fcc phase, which is, of course, an approximation. Ta
VIII also eludes to the mechanical instability of the b
structure. For example, for a W~001! substrate we have
abcc/a0'0.876~usingabcc53.165 Å!,77 which indicates that
this substrate must strongly favor the hcp structure of
The hcp structure was indeed found experimentally in
Cu/W~001! system with the orientation predicted by th
model.16 For a Pd~001! substrate we haveafcc /a0'1.076
~using afcc53.89 Å!,77 a value lying between the substra
lattice periods that favor the fcc and bcc structures of a
film. This transient character of the situation may explain
controversy regarding the film structure, which was int
preted by different authors as either strained fcc or strai
bcc.6,7,15

To obtain more insight into transitions between differe
structures of a film, the energy was calculated as a func
of c/a and j for various values ofa/a0. For a/a0 values
slightly above unity, the energy has only one minimum
j50 and somec/a,1. Note that the hcp structure remain
unstable.78 As a/a0 increases,c/a decreases, and the syste
is essentially driven along the so-called epitaxial Bain pa7

An example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 14~a!, where
the energy contours in thec/a-j space were calculated fo
the value ofa/a051.08 corresponding to Cu/Pd~001!.15 At a
critical value ofa/a0'1.112, the system reaches a bifurc
tion point at which the minimum atj50 and c/a'0.73
turns into a saddle point, while two minima corresponding
symmetrically equivalent strained hcp structures (jÞ0) ap-
pear at the energy surface@Fig. 14~b!#. As a/a0 increases
further, the internal parameterj of the hcp structure in-
creases and tends to61, while thec/a ratio decreases an
tends to the value 1/A3 predicted by Eq.~22!. The energy
contours fora/a051.24 @the case of Cu/W~001!#16 indicate
that the deformation of the obtained hcp structure is re
tively small @Fig. 14~c!#.
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Thus, the calculations predict that, at a given film
substrate mismatcha/a0, only one structure~out of three
considered! can be metastable: either deformed fcc or d
formed hcp, depending upona/a0. The bcc structure always
remains unstable, and must spontaneously transform to e
fcc or hcp. This transformation involves a compression
the film in the direction normal to the substrate, which
controlled by parameterc/a. The transformation to the hcp
phase also involves a relative displacement of sublattice
@110#bcc direction parallel to the substrate, which is co
trolled by parameterj. The latter mode of deformation i

associated with a transverse phonon (1
2 , 1

2 ,0). These deforma-
tion modes cannot be prevented by the substrate.

B. Atomistic simulation of epitaxial structures

In order to verify the analysis of Sec. VII A, the structur
of epitaxial Cu films were determined by atomistic simu
tions using the EAM1 potential. A slab of fcc Cu with~001!
orientation was created as the initial configuration. The
oms of the first 13~002! layers were treated as ‘‘free’’ atoms
i.e., were allowed to move, while all other atoms were fix
in their perfect-lattice positions. The thickness of the fix
layer was at least twice the cutoff radius of atomic intera
tion. The fixed layer simulated an infinitely thick fcc~001!
substrate. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed in
@100# and @010# directions parallel to the slab. The initia
lattice period wasa0. Before the simulation, the system wa
uniformly expanded by a making the lattice period equaa
.a0. Molecular dynamics was then run on ‘‘free’’ atoms
temperature 500 K for about a nanosecond, followed
static relaxation. This procedure served to destroy the s
metry of the initial configuration and find a minimum of th
potential energy.

As expected from the previous analysis, the film struct
was always found to be either fcc or hcp, depending on
lattice mismatcha/a0. For example ata/a051.07, the struc-
ture was found to be a deformed fcc withc/a'0.8 @Fig.
15~a!# in agreement with calculations in Sec. VII A. Geo
metrically, this structure lies between fcc and bcc, which w
recognized experimentally for Cu/Pd~001!.6,7,15On the other
hand, ata/a051.24 the structure is hcp@Fig. 15~b!#, again in
agreement with previous calculations~Sec. VII A! and ex-
perimental observations.16 The orientation of the hcp phas
relative to the substrate is also consistent with experime
on Cu/W~001!.16
6-12
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FIG. 14. Constant energy contours for an epitaxially constrai
orthorhombic Cu structure calculated with the EAM1 potentialj
andc/a are deformation parameters of the structure. The conto
are shown in every 0.002 eV between23.54 and23.40 eV. ~a!
a/a051.08; the single minimum corresponds to a deformed
structure.~b! a/a051.112; situation close to the bifurcation point
which the minimum splits.~c! a/a051.24; the two minima repre-
sent an hcp structure while the saddle point corresponds to
unstable bcc phase.
22410
VIII. SUMMARY

Ab initio methods are recognized to be accurate for
evaluation of energies and mechanical stability of not o
equilibrium but also nonequilibrium crystalline structures
metals.1,2 The recently developed total-energy T
method17,18 is also suitable for nonequilibrium structure ca
culations. Although this has been demonstrated in previ
work,17,18 this paper provides further proof of transferabili
of TB calculations by taking Cu as a model material. Exc
lent agreement is observed betweenab initio and TB data for
the energy and stability of several nonequilibrium structu
of Cu, including highly nonequilibrium structures such
diamond. This agreement also extends to various transfor
tion paths between different structures calculated in t
work.

It was interesting to investigate how reliable th
embedded-atom method is for this purpose. We did this
vestigation with two potentials. One of them~EAM1! has

d

rs

c

he

FIG. 15. Simulated structures of epitaxial Cu films on
fcc~001! substrate. The filled and open circles mark atomic po
tions in alternating~200! planes. The dashed line shows the inte
face between the substrate~below the line! and the film~above the
line!. The @010# fcc direction is normal to the paper.~a! a/a0

51.07; the film has a deformed fcc structure.~b! a/a051.24; the
film has an hcp structure.
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been constructed in this work by using more fitting para
eters and a larger fitting database~including experimental
and ab initio data! than usual. The other potential~EAM2!
was constructed previously21,22 using a traditional schem
based on fewer fitting parameters and experimental d
only. The potentials have been extensively tested by ca
lating fcc lattice properties, point and extended defects, v
ous structural energies, and transformation paths. The EA
potential appears to be somewhat more accurate than EA
for lattice defect simulations, and certainly more accurate
simulations involving a close approach of atoms~such as
sputtering simulations!. The latter feature of the EAM1 po
tential is due to the incorporation ofab initio energies cor-
responding to short atomic separations in its fitting datab
However, with respect to the energetics and stability of n
equilibrium structures both potentials perform equally w
and show excellent agreement with bothab initio and TB
calculations.

This agreement allows us to conclude that EAM pote
tials can bequite reliable for simulations in which correc
energies and stability of different atomic configurations
of prime importance for obtaining credible results. Such p
tentials can be safely applied for atomistic simulations
extended defect cores, epitaxial film structure, etc. We
not stating thateveryEAM potential will correctly represen
nonequilibrium structures. We only conclude that the two
potentials examined here possess this quality. Further in
tigations will show how well EAM potentials perform in thi
respect for other metals. The recent results for Ni and
EAM potentials look very encouraging.8,20

The elastic instability of the bcc and sc structures of
metals has been identified previously1–9 by calculating te-
tragonal and trigonal deformation paths in which these str
tures produced energy maxima. This instability was c
firmed in this work, but it should be recognized that t
relevant maxima of energy are symmetry dictated, so it
be argued that every reasonable atomic interaction m
must reproduce them as long as the structural energies
crease in the row fcc→bcc→sc. It was less obvious that th
diamond structure would be elastically unstable, but this f
was established here byab initio, TB, and EAM methods. At
on

er

W

s

u
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the same time, the hcp, 9R, A15, and L12 structures were
found to be metastable. These observations suggest that
structures obtainable from fcc by introducing point defe
~e.g., vacancies like in L12) or planar faults~e.g., stacking
faults like in hcp and 9R! can be metastable, while all struc
tures that can be obtained from fcc or the metastable st
tures by homogeneous deformation are always unstable.
rule seems to work for Cu, but further investigations a
required for its corroboration.

As an application of our analysis, we carried out EA
calculations of nonequilibrium structures that can be fou
in Cu films grown epitaxially on~001!-oriented fcc or bcc
substrates. We applied a simple model describing the e
getics and stability of fcc, bcc, and hcp structures of the fi
based on bulk-crystal calculations. The model predicts t
only deformed fcc and hcp structures can be adopted by
film, depending on the lattice mismatch with the substra
The bcc structure remains unstable and cannot be stabi
by the epitaxial constraints. These predictions are confirm
by atomistic simulation results, which are consistent w
experimental observations.6,7,15,16
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